Window in the Future

Research is the key to man's progress in this age of science. While working toward this primary goal, scientists have brought $3 million in contracts to the O.U. Research Institute and many other benefits to Oklahoma and the Southwest.

Has America Neglected Her Creative Minority?

When education graduates go out into the classrooms, they already have served a semester's apprenticeship in the College of Education's program for "practice teachers."

A Final Test of Student-Teachers

Arnold Toynbee, renowned British historian, has spent the last year as a visiting professor in this country. In this article written exclusively for alumni magazines, he questions America's use of her human resources.

How Tall Is a Giant?

This month the nation got a closer look at the new Majority Leader of the House of Representatives and learned what people of Oklahoma's third district have known all along: Carl Albert, '31ba, is a remarkable man.
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the cover
There is something a bit awesome about a research laboratory with its rows of mysteriously labeled bottles and complex scientific apparatus. The scientists who inhabit these labs are something special, too, as might be expected of men with their own Window in the Future (page 3).